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Why Question Your Future
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• Shift mindsets from being paralyzed by uncertainty to inspired 
by possibilities. 

• Engage leaders in a process for sparking profound insights and 
creative options that reveal a path forward. 

• Expand leaders’ thinking capability and strategic agility by 
practicing thinking systems they can use everyday. 

• Reduce the risk of the organization missing something 
important, solving the wrong problem and/or preserving the 
status quo.
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When to Question your Future
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Transformation

• Mergers and acquisitions

• Culture change
• Leadership transitions

• Restructuring

Planning

• Direction setting retreats

• Strategy conversations

• Priority setting

• Budgeting

Disruption

• Unforeseen competition

• Regulatory changes

• Social movements

• Pandemics
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How to Question your Future

01 Explore the Context
Identify emerging trends and influential 
factors external to the situation

03 Uncover the Needs
Align on who we serve and discover what 
they need

02 Analyze the Structures
Identify existing routines and operating 
norms that hold things in place

04 Define the Challenge 
Frame the questions we should be asking 
about the situations we want to change
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Expected Outcomes
• Alignment on the top environmental trends and factors that 

should be influencing how we set priorities for the next 12 – 18 
months

• A list of current structures and norms to let go of

• An understanding of the changing needs of our most important 
stakeholders and the needs of potential users and customers 
we don’t currently serve

• Alignment on 3-5 challenge statements about the future we 
want to bring forth

• A report documenting the work and your agreements

• Renewed momentum  
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Our Approach
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Survey Interview Convene Report
An understanding of 
diverse perspectives 
from across the 
organization about 
what needs to change 
and what is possible 
for the future

Candid opinions from 
senior leaders through 
one-on-one interviews 
to surface norms that 
may need to change 
and those that must 
be preserved

A series of facilitated 
conversations about 
what an uncertain 
future allows for and 
what’s required to 
reorient organizational 
priorities

A summary of what 
has been learned 
about what’s possible 
and what might be in 
the way, including 
recommendations for 
moving forward
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Sample Activities
Discipline Activities Outcomes

Explore 
the Context

• PEST analysis
• Scenario planning
• Extrapolate by analogy

• Alignment on a list of emerging trends, conditions, and 
factors to learn more about and continue tracking

• Envisioned futures to socialize with the organization 
that increase readiness to adapt

Analyze 
the Structures

• Discover patterns
• Examine immunities to change
• Appreciate leverageable strengths

• Agreement on a list of patterns and norms we are 
motivated to change

• An understanding of the assumptions holding things in 
place and a plan for modifying them

• An understanding of our distinctive, scalable 
capabilities and a plan for applying them

Uncover
the Needs

• Identify new users
• User research
• Discover shared interests

• A list of potential new users and customers who might 
benefit from what we are uniquely positioned to offer

• A list of insights about what drives the behavior of our 
most important future stakeholders and users 

Define 
the Challenge

• Develop opportunity questions
• Assign actions and accountabilities

• 3-5 challenge definitions that will guide our priorities 
and objectives in the next planning cycle

• An action plan for developing responses and solutions 
to the challenge definitions
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About Unstuck Minds
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Before establishing Unstuck Minds, Jay spent 
20 years as a senior consultant with Interaction 
Associates. Jay also worked in the food service 
industry as a training manager, human 
resources director and internal consultant. 

Jay served for five years as adjunct faculty in 
the Executive MBA program at The University 
of Texas at Dallas, where he taught Building 
Effective Teams.

Jay received a BA in Philosophy from U.C.L.A. 
and a Masters in Business Administration from 
the University of Texas at Dallas. He received a 
PhD in Organizational Systems from Saybrook
University. 

Before co-founding Unstuck Minds, Lisa 
spent 8 years as a director of client 
solutions with Interaction Associates. Lisa 
also worked in the financial services, 
healthcare and retail industries as a senior 
key account manager, manager of 
business analytics, healthcare 
representative and business analyst. Lisa 
co-founded the Dallas Chapter of 
Conscious Capitalism and is a long-
standing partner of Social Venture Partners 
Dallas.

Lisa received a BA in Business with a 
marketing concentration and Psychology 
minor from Indiana University’s Kelley 
School of Business.

Jay G. Cone Lisa E. Weaver

First, we help people and organizations identify what is keeping them stuck. Then, we 
introduce new ways of thinking that reveal breakthrough solutions and a path forward.
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Current and Former Clients
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Contact
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email

lisa@unstuckminds.com

phone

mobile +1-214-536-5868

online

unstuckminds.com

facebook/unstuckminds

twitter/unstuck_minds

https://unstuckminds.com/
https://www.facebook.com/unstuckminds/%3Fref=bookmarks
https://twitter.com/unstuck_minds

